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At its meeting in Bonn, the Supervisory Board of Deutsche Post AG
accepted the decision of Klaus Zumwinkel (64) to resign from his
office as Chief Executive Officer of Deutsche Post AG.
The Supervisory Board expresses its thanks to Klaus Zumwinkel for
the successful entrepreneurial leadership in the past 18 years and
for his outstanding achievements in creating the world’s leading
logistics group.
The Supervisory Board unanimously appointed Frank Appel (46) as
Chief Executive Officer of Deutsche Post AG, taking effect immediately. His contract runs until October 31, 2012.
Appel has been a member of the Board of Management since
2002 and is in charge of the Corporate Division LOGISTICS, for
MAIL International, for regulation management as well as the
cross-divisional responsibility for the Group’s 100 largest customers
(Global Customer Solutions).
The Supervisory Board also agreed to extend the contract of Chief
Financial Officer John Allan (59) by two years until the end of
2010.

www.ipc.be
To access breaking news on the postal industry, visit our website
www.ipc.be and subscribe to the RSS feeds. News archives and
reports can also be accessed from our on-line media centre.
IPC Market Flash readers who have not yet requested a password,
can do so by contacting Britt Janssens at
britt.janssens@ipc.be
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Europe
DPWN Meets its 2007 EBIT Target

IT Outsourcing Deal Planned
DPWN has announced a plan to outsource some of its IT operations to HP Services. It has signed a letter of intent on an
agreement which, it says, will save at least EUR 1 billion over
seven years.
HP and DPWN expect to reach a firm agreement by mid-year.
Under this, HP would take over about 2,500 DPWN employees
currently providing services including information and data
management, infrastructure and network management and application management.
DPWN said all applications used by customers would continue to
be designed internally and that both the professional services and
customer integration supply management components of its IT
Services would remain in-house.

Deutsche Post World Net (DPWN) has announced that it achieved
an operating profit (EBIT) in 2007 in line with its expectations and
guidance of around EUR 3.7 billion.
It said in a statement that it continued to seek an optimal solution
to performance improvement in the United States but stressed its
commitment to maintaining a significant presence in the market.
An impairment review resulted in a non-cash write down on
Express Americas’ fixed assets of about EUR 600 million to be
shown in the 2007 accounts.
The group is concentrating on its “Roadmap to Value”
programme to generate at least EUR 1 billion over two years.
Real Estate disposals agreed since November 2007, when the
programme was announced, it will generate EUR 350 million in
cash. DPWN said that all divisions met their targets in 2007.
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New Joint Venture Airline AeroLogic
to Operate from Leipzig/Halle
DHL Aviation and Lufthansa Cargo have set up a 50:50 joint
venture cargo airline, AeroLogic. “The brand symbolises our
competent and competitive transport services right across the air
cargo sector,” said Carsten Spohr, chairman and chief executive
officer of Lufthansa Cargo.
AeroLogic will operate out of Leipzig/Halle Airport from the
beginning of the 2009 summer schedule. Its route network will
include North America and Asia; the joint venture partners are
confident the carrier will benefit from continued growth in transcontinental traffic.
A leasing agreement has been completed for eight Boeing 777200LRF aircraft which, AeroLogic says, fulfil stringent requirements for performance and environmental efficiency. Four aircraft
are scheduled to go into operation next year; four more in 2010;
a further two in 2011 and a reserve aircraft in 2012.
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DHL Express is establishing its European air hub at Leipzig/Halle
and plans to be fully operational there this summer. During the
build-up period beginning in 2007, cargo volume handled at the
airport has more than tripled from 29,330 tonnes to 101,285
tonnes.
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Itella Information to Acquire
Polish Document Company

TNT Post Refuses to Pay
Germany’s Minimum Postal Wage
TNT Post Germany has so far avoided paying its employees the
new minimum wage for the postal sector while ailing PIN Group
has announced it will pay the legal minimum.
TNT Post is paying its staff a minimum hourly rate of EUR 7.50
(EUR 6.50 in east Germany) under an “added value services”
collective agreement signed with its employee association last
autumn.
The company has stated it is taking legal action against the law
that obliges postal operators to pay sorting and delivery staff a
minimum of EUR 8 to EUR 9.80 an hour.
PIN Group said it was monitoring TNT Post’s action, but in the
meantime has instructed managers at all 91 operating subsidiaries
to raise pay from its existing hourly rate of about EUR 7.50 to the
new minimum, in force since January 1.
PIN subsidiaries employing 7,500 of the group’s 9,000 strong
workforce have now declared themselves insolvent. Under
German insolvency law, state unemployment offices pay the
salaries of workers at insolvent companies for up to three months.
PIN Group’s new managing director, Horst Piepenburg, rejected
claims that the company was financing higher wages through
taxpayers’ money.

Finland’s Itella Information, a subsidiary of Itella Group, is to
acquire BusinessPoint, a Polish specialist printing and document
management company.
BusinessPoint had net sales of EUR 15 million in 2006 and
employs 100 people. Itella Information plans to develop more
innovative electronic invoicing and transaction services for BusinessPost to offer customers.
Itella Information has operations in Finland, Sweden, Norway,
Denmark, Germany, the Baltic countries, and now Poland. Its
2006 sales were EUR 200 million.
The acquisition is subject to approval by the Polish competition
authorities.

Mr Piepenburg is looking to sell PIN Group. He said in January
that investors were ready to buy (Market Flash No 366).
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Österreichische Post Buys
Remaining Stake in Scanpoint
Österreichische Post has taken full ownership of Scanpoint
Europe, having purchased the 49 percent stake that remained in
outside hands after it last year acquired a controlling 51 percent.
Scanpoint operates in Germany, Austria and central Europe. It
undertakes the data protected digitalisation of documents and
delivers business-relevant information from to customers’ inhouse workflow.
The acquisition allows Österreichische Post to expand its service
portfolio to incorporate key stages of the document life cycle
such as intelligent digitalisation, classification of incoming mail
and electronic delivery.

De Post/La Poste has released provisional figures showing a 1.9
percent turnover in 2007 to EUR 2.2 billion. The company said
the organic increase was three percent if the sale last September
of French subsidiary Asterion was taken into account.
The operating profit (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation
and amortisation) dropped by 17 percent owing mainly to nonrecurring costs, the company said. It claimed the underlying operating profit rose by ten percent and that net profit showed a
similar trend.
Mail volume decline in 2007 was limited to 0.1 percent with
market share increasing in direct mail and international mail. De
Post/La Poste was, however, forced to terminate its PubliPack pilot
scheme for unaddressed mail owing to inadequate margins.
Chief Executive Officer, Johnny Thijs said the group had implemented considerable change and modernisation in 2007 and
was on schedule in its preparations for full postal liberalisation
in 2011. Mail quality of service for next day delivery improved to
92.4 percent; restructuring in the post office network continued
with closure of 250 post offices and the opening of 267 PostPoint
agencies.
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TNT to seek AEO Customs Status
TNT has applied for Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) status
under new European Union (EU) legislation which is aimed at
tightening border security and modernising customs procedures.
AEO status for freight operators is comparable to the “Nothing to
Declare” customs channel for passengers. It provides faster crossborder movement and offers priority treatment when European
customs officials decide to inspect cargo.
Companies seeking to gain AEO status must show they are safe,
secure, compliant business partners for the customs service. TNT
is already submitting an AEO application for its air hub in Liege
and will soon apply for AEO status in the Netherlands, Germany,
Ireland and the Czech Republic. It plans to lodge applications in
all EU member states by the middle of this year.
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Posten AB Takes 100% Stake
in Norway’s Tollpost Globe
Posten AB is to become sole owner of Tollpost Globe under an
agreement to acquire the 50 percent stake currently owned by
DSV Road Holding (DSV).
“As sole owner of Tollpost Globe we increase our presence in
Norway and take one further step towards realising our Nordic
strategy. We can thereby take even better advantage of the
growth opportunities from increasing international flows,” said
Erik Olsson, Posten’s chief executive officer.
Tollpost Globe has a turnover of about NOK 21.4 billion and a
national distribution infrastructure in Norway. Its commercial relationship will continue with DSV on its cross-border parcel and
pallet service to and from Norway.

Swiss Post has merged its two in-night express subsidiaries, PostLogistics Innight and NES into its PostLogistics division.
The move expands Swiss Post’s offer within the growing overnight
express, courier and maintenance logistics sectors. The company
collects overnight express items in late afternoon and delivers
them during the night in Switzerland up to 06.00 hours latest.

Swiss Post International Acquires
Swedish Letters Company
Swiss Post International (SPI) has acquired a Swedish letters
processing company, IMS Europe, which handles direct mail,
business mail and press.
IMS Europe is located near Malmö and generated sales of about
CHF 3.6 million in 2007. It provides SPI with a second presence in
Sweden alongside a branch office in Stockholm.
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DHL Extends its Swedish Network
of Servicepoint Outlets
DHL is to open more consumer parcel Servicepoints in Sweden
following agreements with retail group Reitan Servicehandel,
which operates 72 7-Eleven stores and 318 Pressbyran newspaper
kiosks, and the ICA Group grocery chain.
There is already a network of 1,150 DHL Servicepoints in Sweden
operated as shops within shops under contracts with a wide
range of retailers. The outlets are in central locations and have
long opening hours. The company is aiming to have almost 1,500
outlets by the end of this year.
Consumers and small businesses in Sweden can book in their
parcel online and generate a shipment number before dropping
off at a Servicepoint, where they pay the retailer. DHL says all
Servicepoint shipments are carbon neutral because they are automatically included in the company’s CO2 emissions compensation
scheme.
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Post Office Financial Services Builds
Savings and Insurance Portfolio
The United Kingdom’s Post Office Financial Services says it has
attracted more than GBP 3 billion in savings deposits and 500,000
car insurance customers.
The joint venture between Post Office and Bank of Ireland claims
its success lies in its trusted brand and its guarantee to keep its
Instant Saver interest rate within one percent of base rate.
A van insurance product aimed at small business owners has
achieved 12,000 sales in less than a year.
The joint venture was established just under four years ago. It
now has almost 1.4 million customers and claims to be one of the
fastest growing financial services providers in the UK.

Royal Mail is developing its direct mail business by setting up a
panel of expert data partners to help improve services by offering
customers tailor-made data solutions.
The first company appointed to the panel is Dataforce, which
executes and manages multi-channel, integrated, communication campaigns. Its role will be to provide expertise in customer
journey (retention strategy).
Royal Mail said it would appoint other panel members in the
coming months to provide expert services in: acquisition;
data processing, including list cleaning and management and
suppression; large database work to create a single customer view
from multiple corporate databases; online services for small and
medium-sized enterprises.
The panel will be supported by a team of data consultants and a
new Royal Mail client services division.

GLS Upgrades its Service
Royal Mail’s European parcels subsidiary GLS is upgrading its
services with new depots, enhanced tracking and a new express
service in Austria.
In France, the company is opening six model depots this year
equipped with new sorting technology that includes modular
conveyors and telescopic handles that link lories to the sorting
chain. The new depots will also be equipped with scanning technology for parcel tracking.
In Germany and Austria, GLS has issued delivery staff with Bluetooth mobile phones for data exchange with hand-held scanners
that capture proof of delivery. Digital signatures and parcel ID are
transmitted and available for customers to check online about 15
minutes after delivery, according to GLS.
The new express parcel service in Austria will provide national,
time-definite delivery by 17.00 hours the next day.
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Correos Signs Access Deal

DPD GeoPost Opens New Hub in Germany

Correos has signed its second access deal for the provision of final
mile services.

La Poste’s parcels subsidiary in Germany, DPD GeoPost, has begun
operations at its new, 48,450sq metre parcel distribution centre
near Osnabrück. The EUR 20 million centre is one of the main
hubs in the DPD German network and is capable of sorting up to
15,000 parcels an hour.

It has reached agreement with private postal operator Norcorreo
SL and says it is in advanced negotiations on similar deals with
other private operators.
The first access deal in Spain was signed last year by Correos and
Cartes Lleida.

Itella Logistics Buys Kauko Group

TNT Goes for Growth with New Unit
TNT has combined its time-critical, freight and special handling
services in the United Kingdom in a new unit, TNT Special
Services, to integrate its non-express domestic and international
service offer.
Special Services is aiming for double-digit growth within the next
five years. It will operate a central customer service team to deal
will all a customer’s requirements.

TNT Launches Secure Digital Invoices
TNT is to offer its customers secure electronic invoices with digital
signature in more than thirty countries by the end of March this
year.
The new service, Express Invoicing, could eventually eliminate a
million paper invoices a month, according to TNT estimates. The
company has recognised, however, that customers are seeking
legally recognised techniques, such as digital signatures, to
authenticate the invoice source and protect document integrity.
In the Express Invoicing system, TNT sends an e-mail to customers
directing them to a secure website where they enter a password
to access downloadable, electronic invoices.

Itella Logistics has acquired international transport company
Kauko Group and its affiliate company in Sweden, Hansar
Logistics.
Kauko brings expertise in international road, air and sea freight.
Its group managing director, Jarmo Holonen, has been appointed
country manager for Itella Logistics Finland where the entire
Kauko management group will join him. Itella said that Kauko
Group’s experienced and highly skilled staff was a major factor
influencing the acquisition.

Itella Increases its Fuel Surcharges
Itella Corporation has raised its fuel surcharges for domestic and
international transport services.
For international import and export services, Itella is now charging
a surcharge of 9.2 percent for fuel and 1.3 percent under
MARPOL for the sea transport leg of journeys.
For domestic cargo services, the fuel surcharge increased to 13.75
percent on February 1.
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DHL Moves to Final Stage
of Leipzig Hub
DHL’s new European hub at Leipzig/Halle airport will go into full
operation at the end of March to operate more than sixty aircraft
landing and take off each night.
Air traffic has been building up, first with intra-European flights
and secondly with intercontinental flights. In a final step, most of
the Brussels hub flights will move to Leipzig.

Amtrak Invests in Improved IT Capability
United Kingdom express parcels company Amtrak has invested
in 1,000 scanners for depots and drivers and has launched an ebilling option for customers.
The company is spending around GBP 500,000 a year on its IT
to ensure parcel visibility through the network, real time proof
of delivery and immediate data transfer. The scanners are being
phased in now and full capability is scheduled to be in place by
the end of March.
The e-billing service for account holders will allow customers to
view invoices, statements and credit notes online.

DHL Offers Online Service
DHL Express Netherlands has expanded its online services to
allow private individuals and small businesses to book a shipment
without an account number.
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>>In Brief - Europe
DHL Russia opens more
service points
DHL Russia is opening two
Servicepoints in Moscow and
one in Kawan in the south
west. All DHL Servicepoints
offer a full range of domestic and international express
services. They are typically located in town centre business
districts. The network covers
more than 500 cities.
Hermes begins construction of new hub in Germany
Hermes Logistik has started
work on its EUR 45 million regional hub in Friedewald Hessen, central Germany. The
new depot will have capacity
to sort 20,000 parcels an hour
and is due to go into service in
early 2009.
Deutsche Post in joint
service for pensioners
Deutsche Post ’s pension
service and the income tax
assistance company, Vereinigte Lohnsteuerhilfe, are cooperating to provide an online tax checking service for
pensioners wishing to know if
they need to fill in a tax return
under the German retirement
income act.

Customers can use DHL Ship Now to get a quote, check transit
times, and arrange a pick-up. They will be required to pre-pay
using a credit card.

DHL Germany delivers furniture via Maxitransport
DHL’s German parcel division,
DHL Paket Deutschland, has
launched DHL Maxitransport, a service for heavy and
cumbersome objects such as
furniture and household appliances. The service includes
packaging and placement in
the room on request.
DHL said to be eyeing Romanian acquisition
DHL Express is interested in
acquiring Romanian domestic parcels company Cargus,
according to media reports.
Cargus had a turnover of EUR
29.7 million last year.
Itella adds pallet and box
usage to its terms
Itella has specified usage of
transport handling units such
as roll pallets and boxes in
its terms of business in order
to ensure that pre-arranged
numbers of units are available
to customers at all times.
Air freight demand to remain challenging in 2008
The International Air Transport
Association (IATA) has said
that air freight demand will
remain challenging in 2008.
Growth is expected to slow in
the first half of the year before
picking up with overall growth
of four percent to 4.5 percent
projected for the full year.

Nokia closure threatens
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US Postal Service Announces First Measures
Under New Price Rules
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Stamp Price Increase
Announced in the US
Postage prices will rise in the United States on May 12 in accordance with the Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act 2006
which provides for an annual adjustment for monopoly services in
line with the Consumer Price Index.
A First-Class stamp for a one-ounce (28.35 gram) letter will rise
by one US cent to USD 0.42. Other prices will go up by between
one and five US cents.

Premium Forwarding Service
Joins Permanent Range

The United States Postal Service has introduced its first two
measures under the new pricing regulations contained in the
Postal Accountability and Enhancement Act 2006.
It is to launch a larger version of its Priority Mail Flat-Rate Box
on March 3 for use on both domestic and international services.
These boxes carry a flat-rate shipment price regardless of weight.
The new, larger box can hold fifty percent more, according to the
US Postal Service. It costs USD 12.95 for domestic delivery, USD
29.95 to destinations in Canada and Mexico, and USD 49.95 to
other international destinations. A special rate of USD 10.95 is
available for shipment to overseas military addresses.
The second price initiative is a new USD 12.50 premium for the
delivery of Express Mail on Sundays or holidays. The Postal Service
says the premium is comparable to those charged by express
competitors for Saturday delivery. It reflects the “unique delivery
option the Postal Service provides on Sundays.”

A premium mail forwarding service for people in the United States
who relocate temporarily to another address is to be part of the
United States Postal Service’s permanent range.
Premium Forwarding Service (PFS) was introduced on an experimental basis in August 2005. The Postal Service says the service
has attracted high customer interest and total revenue of USD
25.7 million to date.
For a fee of USD 10 plus USD 11.95 a week, customers can have
all their mail, including magazines, forwarded to their temporary
address once a week for up to a year. The Postal Service has
received a total of 300,000 applications for PFS since August
2005.
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US Postal Service Revenue
Less than Expected
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New Chairman for US Board of Governors
The United States Postal Service Board of Governors has a new
chairman, Philadelphia attorney, Alan C. Kessler. He replaces
James C. Miller. Businesswoman Carolyn Lewis Gallagher has
been elected vice chairman.

Canada Post Moves into PostNet Stores

The United States Postal Service ended the first quarter of fiscal
2008 with net income of USD 672 million on revenue of USD
20.4 billion, according to preliminary figures.
Total revenue for the Quarter to December 31 was up 3.5 percent
compared with the same period last year, owing mainly to the
price increase in May 2007. The revenue figure was, however,
USD 500 million less than expected and masked weak volume for
the quarter, when total mail declined by three percent.
First-Class Mail volume was hit hardest with a 3.9 percent drop;
Standard Mail volume decreased by 2.6 percent.
“The economic downturn was the main factor for the volume
decline, as the hard-hit financial and housing sectors are heavy
users of the mail,” said Postmaster General John Potter, who
added: “Because mail volume for the rest of the year is uncertain,
we’ll continue to streamline operations to manage expenses and
improve on-time delivery to provide even greater value to the
American people.”

Canada Post is now offering its shipping services in PostNet
printing and shipping stores in order to provide greater convenience to small businesses.
PostNet was already offering shipping services for FedEx and
Canada Post group member Purolator. It plans to grow its
Canadian network to 300 outlets.

Total expenses in the Quarter were stable at USD 19.7 billion (after
allowing for a one-off USD 3 billion funding for the retirement
health fund last year) despite rising fuel costs.
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New Air Route to Japan

Canada Post has warned consumers about the dangers of identity
theft and has issued guidelines on prevention.

DHL Express’s future transpacific partner airline, Polar Air Cargo, is
to launch five weekly B747-400 flights from Chicago to Osaka and
Shanghai from February 21.

Its advice includes taking sensitive outgoing mail to the post office
or placing it in a street letter box close to pick up time. It also
recommends installing a lockable mailbox saying that a secure
mailbox is a strong deterrent to identity thieves.

The route arises from the US-Japan bilateral civil aviation agreement.
Polar Air was granted another six frequencies to Japan (excluding
Tokyo) and the right to fly onward to two points from its original
landing point in Japan.

Canada Post’s Hold Mail Request, accessed via its website, will
suspend deliveries while customers are away from home.

Three-way Alliance for
Emergency Relief Support

United Parcel Service Forecasts
Low Growth
United Parcel Service (UPS) has warned that the United States
economy and the domestic parcel market might both grow by
only one to two percent in 2008.
The company issued fourth Quarter results that showed weaker
domestic sales at the end of the year but continuing strong international growth.
In the final Quarter of 2007, including the Christmas period,
average daily volume for domestic packages rose by 1.4 percent
compared with 7.1 percent in non-US international volume.
Consolidated results for the Quarter showed revenue at USD 13.4
billion compared with USD 12.6 billion the previous year. UPS
sustained an operating loss of USD 4.25 billion, which included
a USD 6.1 billion payment to withdraw about 45,000 employees
from a pension plan. Adjusted operating profit was USD 1.85
billion compared with USD 1.81 the previous year. The adjusted
margin was 0.5 percent below the previous year at 13.8 percent.

TNT, United Parcel Service (UPS) and freight group Agility, have
joined up to create “Logistics Emergency Teams” in disaster
zones. The companies will deploy their teams on request from the
United Nations Global Logistics Cluster, led by the UN World Food
Programme.
Usually, the teams will serve in countries where member
companies are already operating in order to leverage local
knowledge.

In the international business, revenue rose to USD 2.87 billion
from USD 2.44 billion the previous year. Operating profit was USD
557 million compared with USD 514 million the previous year but
the margin was lower at 19.4 percent compared with 21 percent.
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DHL Extends its Partnership with Siemens

>>In Brief - America

DHL has secured preferred international carrier status for Siemens
air and ocean freight and customs brokerage business in the
United States in a global contract. The company has also been
re-awarded the exclusive contract for the Europe-to-the-US drop
shipment programme for Siemens Energy and Automation.

FedEx a good place to work
FedE x features among
For tune Magazine’s latest
100 “Best Companies to Work
For” list to give it a total of ten
entries in the past 11 years.

DHL’s expertise in developing supply chain distribution and
management solutions that support our business goals combined
with its global service capability has been outstanding,” said
Mike Brewer, director corporate transportation, Siemens Shared
Services. “It was on this basis that the contract was awarded.
We’ve worked with DHL for the last 15 years and we look forward
to strengthening our partnership with them further.”

FedEx Offers Shipping Service
from MS Outlook

DHL chief chairs international trade body
DHL Express chief executive
officer John Mullen has been
appointed chairman of the
National Foreign Trade Council, a United States business
organisation that promotes
international trade.
DHL wins contact with
Avendra
DHL has signed a five-year,
USD 80 million agreement
with procurement services
company Avendra for overnight, ground and international delivery. DHL will supply
expedited delivery services to
Avendra and its clients in the
hospitality industry.
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Brazilian express operator
to increase fleet by 100
Mercúrio, the Brazilian express operator acquired a
year ago by TNT, is to buy 10
trucks this year to extend its
fleet and keep up with growing
demand.
Teamsters fail to organise
FedEx owner-operators
The Teamsters union in the
United States have voluntarily cancelled an organising
election at the FedEx Home
Delivery facility in Worcester,
Massachusetts. This signals
a defeat for the union, which
was seeking to organise FedEx owner-operators at the
site.

FedEx Corp has developed a free, downloadable add-in to
Microsoft Outlook that connects directly to its shipping services.
FedEx QuickShip allows Outlook users to generate labels by rightclicking an existing contact, and to track packages, check rates
and schedule pick-ups directly from the application.
“Our vision is to allow our customers, whether small businesses or
global corporations, to be able to work more effectively, be more
productive and reduce the effort required to ship,” said David
Zanca, senior vice president e-commerce technology, at FedEx
Services.
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Joint Direct Mail Service
Rides on Chinese Prosperity
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Indian Authorities Block GeoPost Attempt
for Joint Venture
GeoPost Group, the express arm of La Poste, France, has been
thwarted in its attempt to form a joint venture in the Indian
market with Continental Air Express.
The Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB) has put the
venture on hold because of objections from India’s department
of posts. It has ordered an analysis of whether an approval has
been accorded in the past to a foreign state entity in the courier
segment. It also commented that the obligations placed on
universal service providers by the Universal Postal Union should be
ascertained.

Hongkong Post and China Post’s Shenzhen Post Bureau have
launched a direct mail service in response to demand for more
efficient communication between the two regions as their prosperity increases.

The department of posts argued in its submission to FIPB that La
Poste was also a member of the UPU and, like India Post, was
required to fulfil universal service obligations, therefore, it could
not “poach on the creamy territory” of another universal service
provider.

The service is designed for companies seeking to develop crossborder business opportunities. A seminar to launch the service
attracted more than 100 participants. “We are positive that the
new service will bring prosperity to the economies of both regions
by growing the cross-border business development of business
enterprises,” said Tam Wing-pong, Postmaster General of Hong
Kong.

In a further move to restrict competition, the department of posts
is threatening to give India Post a monopoly on all small letters
and to impose restrictions on foreign ownership in the postal
market.

Approval Expected for
Japan Post Direct Mail Plans

United States-based international express operator, World Courier
will almost triple the capacity of it storage facility in Bangalore,
India, this year in response to global demand for clinical pharmaceutical trials in India.

The Japanese Government is expected to allow Japan Post Service
to offer direct mail services following endorsement of a Japan Post
Service plan by a government committee in charge of privatisation.
Japan Post wants to set up a joint venture with Dentsu Inc, the
biggest advertising agency in the country. The joint venture company
would devise advertising strategies for corporate clients and produce
and distribute direct mail. It could go into business as early as March
this year.
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India’s Clinical Trials Boom Prompts
Depot Capacity Increase

Staffed by licensed pharmacists, the temperature-controlled
depot provides validated storage, diagnostic kits and medical
devices, continuous access to inventories, inbound transportation,
domestic delivery and drug return/destruction and management.
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Korea Express Finds Majority Stake Buyer
Industrial group Kumho-Asiana has won the bidding to buy a
controlling stake in loss-making Korea Express for a reported USD
4.2 billion.
Korea Express, the county’s leading express and freight group, has
been in receivership since 2001 following its failure to repay debts
owed by its parent company, which collapsed in the wake of the
1997/98 Asian financial crisis.
Kumho-Asiana will gain a fifty percent stake to augment its
existing holding of 14 percent. The company is a subsidiary of
Asiana Airlines. The two companies, with Korea Express, plan to
offer air logistics services both in Korea and internationally.

Korea Post Invests in RFID Tracking
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US Economic Slowdown Could Affect
China’s Express Growth
Strong growth in the Chinese express market could decline on
account of the slowing United States economy, according to the
Logistics Association China.
A report by the logistics association stated that DHL believed some
companies had switched their supply chain from air to sea transportation to reduce costs. FedEx, however, was more optimistic
and expected continued stable growth.
New regulations governing standards in the express sector came
into force in China at the beginning of the year. These specify
a maximum transit time of three days for domestic intra-city
express. Other rules are reported to cover employment conditions
and service fees.

Japanese Companies Form
International Alliances
Express and parcels companies in Japan are forming regional partnerships to boost their international businesses.
Sagawa Express has signed a deal with Malaysian company CityLink Express whereby each partner collects and delivers the other’s
parcels in their own territory.
Fukuyama Transporting and Chinese company Chengtong Group
have formed a strategic alliance. Initially, they will provide local
collection and delivery for each other but may set up a joint venture
in future to operate logistics centres in China for Japanese firms.
Korea Post plans to invest USD 180 million this year in upgrading
its operational systems and IT.
The programme includes purchase of about 600 Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) readers and more than 40,000 RFID tags to
roll out the U-Post tracking system for mail and parcels.

Blue Dart Increases Profits
Indian market leader in domestic express, Blue Dart, increased net
profits by 39 percent in 2007 on sales that rose by 21 percent.
The company added a third B757 freighter and launched a new
road express service, Dart Surfaceline to complement the core air
express service.
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Elbee Invests in Parcel Tracking
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DHL Expands Network
and Services in Asia
DHL is expanding its network and services in Taiwan, Malaysia and
Bangladesh.
In Taiwan, the company will expand operations in the free trade
zone near Taoyuan International Airport to triple cargo handling
at the site.

Indian company Elbee Express plans to invest INR 2 billion in its
expansion over the next three years with the help of finance from
a new investor.
It has signed up telecommunications firm Airtel to provide a new
electronic tracking system for some 400 delivery staff under a
three-year contract. Airtel will supply hand-held scanners enabling
Elbee staff to record proof of delivery data and transmit it by the
Airtel GPRS network to the company’s central IT server. Customers
will then be able to track their shipments in a real time.
The company plans to increase its branch network for 132 to 250
within the next four to five months.

FedEx Launches Economy
Day-Definite International Service
FedEx has launched an international economy service in Australia,
New Zealand and eight other Asia-Pacific markets, offering daydefinite, door-to-door delivery.
FedEx International Economy places a weight limit of 68kg on
individual parcels but no limit on multi-parcel shipments. It offers
online tracking and e-mail notification in sixteen languages.

In Malaysia, DHL extended its presence in the high-tech Klang
Valley region by opening three more Servicepoints in partnership
with retailers. It is also reported to be giving local cargo airline
partner Transmile time to restructure following financial difficulties.
In Bangladesh, DHL has launched an airport-to-door express
service for customers importing under Free Carrier International
Commercial Terms.

Digital Mailroom Gives Web Access
to Hard-Copy Mail
New Zealand company Private Box has launched a digital
mailroom which allows customers to view their postal mail via the
internet from anywhere in the world.
Private Box, set up in 2005, provides customers with central
addresses for all their postal mail. These are used by businesses
that need a presence in New Zealand and individuals who are
travelling and need a permanent address.
Once mail is received at the central address, Private Box sends an
e-mail to the customer, who logs on to check electronic images
of their mail. These can be downloaded, printed, forwarded electronically or printed.

The service is available now in Australia, New Zealand, mainland
China, Hong Kong, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore,
Taiwan and Thailand. It will be available in March in Indonesia,
the Philippines and Vietnam.
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Aramex Boosts Profit and Revenue in 2007
Middle East express group Aramex increased its revenue by 31 per
cent to AED 1.78 billion in 2007 and its net profits by 28 percent to
AED 121.6 million.
The company capitalised on outsourcing trends to win major logistics
contracts by diversifying its offer and investing in infrastructure.
Aramex has a presence across Europe, North America, the Gulf
states, Africa, Asia and the Levant.

>>In Brief - Asia-Pacific
DHL increases capacity
between Manila and Hong
Kong
DHL has increased air network capacity on its dedicated
Manila-Hong Kong service to
strengthen its Asia Air Network
and meet growing demand.
The service, operated by an Air
Hong Kong freighter, has capacity of 24 tons and the flight
is operated five times a week

GD Express increases
handling capacity at hub
Malaysian independent parcels
company GD Express will expand its handling and head office this year with the opening
of a new integrated hub management system. The company
is understood to be broadening
its services into logistics to
capture growth in outsourcing
business.

DHL offers invoice
transparency
DHL United Arab Emirates has
launched an internet based
service, MyAccount, which it
claims will provide transparency for all invoicing and account
services through real time accounting.

UPS looks set to open its
China hub
United Parcel Service looks set
to open its new China air hub
at Shanghai’s Pudong International Airport in November this
year, just before FedEx opens
its new Asia-Pacific hub at
Guangzhou, southern China in
December.

DHL boosts capacity on
Manila/Hong Kong route
DHL has increased by five tons
its Asia Air Network capacity
in Manila and Hong Kong by
putting into service a dedicated
Air Hong Kong freight aircraft.
Flight frequency has also increased to four or five times a
week.

Emirates Post plans acquisitions in Asia-Pacific
Emirates Post has said it is in
talks to spend up to USD 408
million on acquisitions over five
years in Asia, including Malaysia and Singapore. It increased
net profits by 20 percent to AED
190 million in 2007 and plans
an initial public offer valued at
not less than USD I billion.
FedEx moves into Kameyama
FedEx has opened its 24th
centre in Japan, moving for the
first time into Kameyama City
in the centre of the country. It
can now offer its own pick-up
and delivery in the city.
DHL wins award for freight
forwarding services
DHL has won the coveted
Freight Forwarder of the Year
award at the STAT TIMES International Awards for Excellence
in Air Cargo, held in Mumbai.
SingPost launches remittance service to Indonesia
Singapore Post is of fering
CASHOME, a remittance service to Indonesia in partnership
with PT Bank Negara Indonesia, and a Visa money transfer remittance service to nine
Asia-Pacific countries.
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UPU Congress to be held in
Geneva
The Universal Postal Union
24th Congress is to be held in
Geneva in late July instead of
in Nairobi, Kenya, the Council
of Administration has decided.
Strong fourth quarter
growth for UPS in Asia
United Parcel Service has reported growth of more than
fifteen percent in the Asia-Pacific region in the fourth quarter
ending December 31. The company experienced thirty percent
growth in China and almost 25
percent growth in India.
Revenue grow th in third
Quarter for SingPost
Singapore Post results for the
third Quarter and nine months
ended 31 December 2007 recorded a 9.2 percent growth in
revenues from SGD 111.8 million to SGD 122 million. Mail
revenue increased by 9.5 percent to SGD 94.2 million due to
higher mail volumes.

DHL opens drop-off centre
in Tokyo business district
DHL Japan has opened a
package drop-off centre in the
Nihonbashi business district of
Tokyo under an agreement with
the KNT Tourist Co. The centre
is in the KNT Tourist sales office.
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION
IPC Market Flash is a bi-weekly newsletter
providing a comprehensive look at new
developments emerging in the international
postal marketplace. It is published by the
Markets and Communication Department of the
International Post Corporation.
IPC Market Flash is sent out exclusively to IPC
member posts. If you would like to contribute an
article or photograph to this publication please
contact us via email at publications@ipc.be or
send your submissions to :
IPC
Head of Communication
Avenue du Bourget, 44
1130, Brussels
Belgium
While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of this report, the facts and
estimates stated are based on information and sources which, while we believe them
to be reliable, are not guaranteed. No liability can be accepted by International Post
Corporation, its directors or employees, for any loss occasioned to any person or entity
acting or failing act as a result of anything contained in or omitted from this report.
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